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Preparations and Appliances

USE OF THE ROTARY PUMP IN INTRAVENOUS
THERAPY

Mr. G. M. ARNOTT, resident surgical officer, Children's
Hospital, Birmingham, writes:

The technique described below has in my opinion proved to
be superior to the more common methods of administering
fluid intravenously. The fluid can be given at an accurate
speed, from a slow drip to a continuous stream under pressure,
and is introduced by siphonage, making elaborate containers
unnecessary. These advantages are effected by the use of
Riddell's- rotary pump.
Mechanism of Pitmp.-The pump is constructed of

metal and has an ingenious but simple mechanism. There is
a "circular well," a section of which moves radially on
turning the " side screw," either opening or closing the well.
Within the well is the " roller," carried by the " rotary
arm." By opening the well and manipulating the rotary arm
the pump is easily charged with a turn of rubber tubing, the
supply and delivery ends fitting in their appropriate tunnels
in the wall. The tubing will lie with the wall of the well
on its outer side and be compressed by the roller on its inner
side. If the well is now closed, rotation of the arm will set
the pump in action. A continuous wave of compression is
exerted on the turn of tubing by the rotating roller, giving
a positive pressure ahead and a negative pressure behind.
When the rotary arm is in "neutral" the roller is opposite
the centre of the movable section, and with the well closed
the tubing is compressed and clipped off at this point. The
lumen of the tube is re-established to any degree by turning
the side screw and opening the well, providing an accurate
drip-regulator.

Oitfit.-The apparatus, which may be arranged as a portable
unit, is assembled as follows (see diagram):
A wide-necked bottle, capacity 1,000 c.cm., containing the

fluid to be administered, is fitted with a rubber bung, pierced
by three lengths of glass tubing, two reaching to the bottom
of the bottle and the third stopping short of the 1,000 c.cm.
level. One long tube, the outflow, has its lower end shaped
like an inverted thistle funnel, diameter 3/4 in., to act as a
filter when covered with a few layers of sterile gauze. The
second long tube is the inlet when taking blood or using
filtered oxygen as an agitator. Pressure is equalized through
the short tube, which is open in all procedures.
To the outflow are connected in series: (a) 1 ft. of rubber

tubing. (b) A glass dropper of the Laurie type. The bulb
should be 1/2 in. to 3/4 in. in diameter and about 6 in. long.
If the column of fluid in the bulb tends to rise and obscure the
point of the dripper the tubing above is clipped and a side arm
on the bulb opened. When the required fluid level is reached
the side arm is closed and the drip restarted by releasing the
tubing. (c) 4 ft. of pressure tubing, outside diameter 9/32 in.
This type and size of tubing must be used in the pump,
which is threaded with this length. (d) a 2-in. glass con-
nexion. (e) 4 in. of collapsible tubing. (f) An adaptor. All
adaptors, cannulae, and needles should be of standard Record
fitting, preferably with bayonet catches.

Veneptincture and Venesection.-Both in emergency work
and in infusions lasting up to about six hours venepuncture is
the proceduLre of choice if the veins are suitable; otherwise
venesection must be performed. ln either case an appropriate
head of pressure is obtained by placing the container 2 to
3 ft. above the vein. The siphon is established with a
clear fluid, an important point in performing venepuncture.
If blood or plasma is to be given the bung is removed from
the container and the filter immersed in saline, which is
pumped through -the tubing until all air is expelled and an
even flow comes from the adaptor. The dropper meanwhile is
held upright to obtain a suitable level of fluid in the bulb.
When this has been completed the pump is stopped and the
bung, if removed, is replaced in the container, care being taken

not to shake the tubes and introduce air-locks. The container
is placed in position. ln venesection the adaptor is. now
attached to the cannula and the flow started by slowly
rotating the arm of the pump two or three times, finally
stopping in neutral. The drip will start and its speed be
regulated by relaxing the side screw. In venepuncture the
needle is attached to the adaptor while the siphon is being
established and the bung fitted in the container- as before.
The skin over the chosen vein is prepared and, steadying the
vein between the second and third fingers of one hand, the
needle, held in the other hand, is introduced under the skin.

The rotary arm is reversed a few turns and the collapsible
tLibing will deflate. The operator watches the glass connexion,
and when the vein is entered the reflux of blood will at once
appear in the window. The needle is strapped in this position
and the infusion started as before. Temporary distension of
the vein will facilitate the operation, and in difficult cases a
very small skin incision may prove helpful. A No. 16
S.W.G. needle with a short sharp bevel is used.
Advantages of the Method. The advantages of having the

pump in the circuit can now be considered. All drips are
prone to slowing or stopping, and if a rapid- inspection
reveals a correct head of pressure, no obstruction in the filter
or tubing, and no external pressure on the vein, the hold-up
is in the cannula, the most frequent site. The difficulty is
overcome by closing the well and pumping through a few
cubic centimetres, which will clear the cannula, and the drip
can then be restarted. During a drip infusion a few turns of
the pump hourly will give an even flow. In slow drips the
accuracy of a volume control can be maintained only by
keeping the inlet clear. With the one apparatus fluid can
be given at any desired speed, and the rate of flow can be
accurately maintained. Plasma is now being more widely
used, and the pump simplifies this type of therapy.

Takinig Blood.-Finally, the outfit provides a simple method
of taking blood and renders this operation possible under most
conditions. The technique is the same as that described for
venepuncture, the dropper being excluded and the pumping
ireversed. The citrate is puimped into the container through
the long straight tube, the vein is entered, and the blood is
withdrawn in an even flow.

" Varistab ": Corrigendum

By a slip of the pen the name of Messrs. Boots's new product
" varistab " was misspelt in our issue of March 15 (p. 406).
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